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Winona State University

The Student Voice

Frustrated Senate VP
Attempts Resignation
by John Gabbert
In a surprise action last Thursday afternoon, student senate Vice
President, David Detloff moved
that the senate accept his resignation. Detloff said to the regular
meeting of the student senators,

"I've lost the confidence of some of
the members, I don't have the
majority of you behind me."
"Rather than have an impeachment move against me, I'll resign."
The motion created some obvi-

Judicial Board
Members Forced
to Resign
by Dan Ruda
The resignation of two Student
Judicial Board members was
accepted by the Student Senate.
On Thursday, February first, the
two were charged with drinking in
their dorm rooms, a violation of
State University policy.
The purpose of the Judicial
Board is to insure due process by:
hearing and investigating charges
levied against students; deciding
on the validity of the charges; and
making recommendations regarding disciplinary sanctions to the
Vice President for Student Affairs.
During the meeting, Russ Larson president of Student Senate
reported the activities the Minnesota State University Student
Association (MSUSA) meeting in
St. Cloud. The association is
composed of representatives from
the seven State Universities who
act on matters of common concern.
"At the MSUSA meeting,"
Larson said, "an attempt was
made to remove the chairperson,
Dave Easterday."
According to Larson, Easterday
was charged with misuse of
MSUSA funds for travel, failure to
fulfill duties and unauthorized use
of MSUSA funds to pay USSA
dues.
A letter from Jim Clark
speaking for the MSUSApresidents council to Easterday
stated, "The Council voted (3-3)
not to remove you from office in
the belief that the best interests of
the Association would be served
by working with you to reach a set
of understanding about the Chairperson of MSUSA that would
allow the Association to work
together productively.

Larson said, "I do feel what
happened was very necessary.
We've been having a lot of
difficulties, and the fault lies not
only with the chairperson, but
with all of us, especially the
presidents." In other business the Senate
elected Mike Richey to fill the
freshman position which has been
open for three week.
During his Vice-presidents report, Dave Detloff spoke of the
progress made in the formation of
a Minnesota State Coalition.
According to Detloff, the coalition
has representatives from MSUSA,
University of Minnesota, Minnesota Community Colleges and
Technical Institutes. It was
formed to see how the student
groups could help one another.
Communications, Services, Lobbying, and Operating Procedures
Committees were established at
the Coalition's second meeting in
St. Cloud. Detloff is the chairman
of the Operating Procedures
Committee.
Senator Jean Swanson, proposed establishing a task force to
give recommendations to help in
the formulation of the coalition.
The motion was seconded and
approved by the Senate.
The group also approved the
new senate and committee bylaw
which had recently been written.
In attendance at the meeting
were Terri Henwood, John McShea, Jean Swanson, Jenny Micke,
Dave Fricke, Leslie Bridge, Dan
Ruda, Michele Sanders, Holly
Shira, Todd Bille, Dave Detloff,
David Sanders, Russ Larson,
Diane Smith, Tom Sivia, Sharon
Skrip, and Renee Varichak. Diane
Dingfelder, the Senate's faculty
adviSor, was also present.

ous shock in the Senate. However,
before there was any discussion on
the matter, Treasurer Dave Sanders moved to table the resignation proposal. In spite of the first
motion still remaining on the floor,
the move to table was agreed upon
by a majority.
Detloff has come under fire from
some of the senate committee
chairpersons. They say he is
unable to communicate with them
and is not effectively co-ordinating
the senate committees. Other than
filling in for the senate president
when necessary, committee coordination is the primary function
of the vice president.
In later comments Services
Committee Chairperson Michele
Hayek said Detloffs activities in
the Minnesota State Student
Coalition (a union of all state
universities, community colleges,
and tech school students) and
MPIRG (Minnesota Public Interest Research Group) conflict with
his senate duties. Treasurer and
activity fund committee Chairman
David Sanders said, "Detloff is
long-winded, he can't make a
point, and my committee doesn't
even want him in our meetings."
Hayek and Sanders were on the
con side of the recent MPIRG
debates, while Detloff was for
keeping that group on campus.
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SUB Goes to
Arbitration
by John Hotzfield felt and appreciated."
.

Strike preparations for the 94%
of the WSU faculty members
belonging to the Inter Faculty
Organization, IFO, were called off
last Monday, January 29, when.the
State University Board, SUB,
Submitted the negotiatiOns between
the two sides to arbitration.
The SUB had until last Saturday,
February 3rd, to decide whether or
not they would submit the 1979-81
contract negotiations between
themselves and the IFO to arbitration. If they hadn't, a strike vote
would have probably taken place
today on all seven of the state
university campuses.
About 1900 faculty members in
the state university system are
represented by the IFO.
Dr. Henry Van Kirk, WSU's
representative on the IFO negotiating team, felt "positive" about the
decision. Van Kirk also pointed out
that six of the 22 issues two sides
had been negotiating were also
settled last week.
The six issues that were settled
were; non-discrimination, definitions Association rights, management rights personnel files, and
faculty rights on dismissal or
disciplinary action. Van Kirk also
felt that the students "supported"
the faculty and he said that this had
a lot to do with the SUB submitting
to arbitration. "Their support was

Van Kirk said that the next step
in the negotiation progress is that
the two sides now have to pick out
the arbitrator or arbitrators. This is
done from a list supplied by the
Public Employee Relations Board.
Van Kirk also pointed out that the
two sides can negotiate "before,
during, and after arbitration." He
also felt that the SUB "would
probably like to see some of these
things settled before it goes to
arbitration."
After arbitration is over, Van
Kirk said that the IFO has no choice
but to accept the arbitrator's
decision. Rod Henry, the former
strike coordinator for WSU, feels
that the IFO's chances are good. "I
think we have a good case, I think
we can take it."
The SUB does have the right to
reject the arbitrator's decision. If
this is the case, the IFO has the
legal right to strike. Van Kirk felt
that there was little chance of the
SUB rejection the arbitrator's
decision.
If the SUB does accept the
arbitrator's decision, the "economics
would have to be passed by the
Minnesota State Legislature", according to Van Kirk.
Neither Van Kirk or Henry could
project how much longer the
negotiations would take.

Communications
committee
chairperson Terri Henwood said
she was undecided on her vote for
or against accepting the resignation. She noted, "These communication breakdowns always happen
in the winter."
Campus administration officials
had no gripes against Detloff when
polled by the Winonan. Assistant
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Susan Day said, I. found
him a fine gentleman to work
with."
A senator who preferred to
remain unnamed said of Detloff, "I
admire his dedication, but I
question his effectiveness." Also
during an 'interview following the
meeting, Detloff said, "I don't
want dissension in the senate." "I
guess I'm more of a leader than an
administrator." "For me to be
effective, I need the confidence of
the senate." Detloff seemed to
want to stay on at his job, but is
unwilling to continue without the
backing of the senators.
The tabled motion will be picked
up for discussion and action at
tomorrow's regular senate meeting.
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Winona Competes for
Top Ten Honors
by Nancy Schwanke

Winona is among the twenty
cities vying for a place as one of the
top ten All-American cities.
The competition is sponsored by
the National Municipal League of
Louisville, Kentucky.
The 20 contestants were narrowed from nearly 5,000 on the
basis of a written application.
The application, written by city
manager David Sollenberger,
traced the development of community improvement projects pushed
ahead by "broad-based citizen input
— not just the bureaucracy",
according to Robert Bone, president
of the Chamber of Commerce.
The three projects outlined were:
1) the downtown urban renewal
project which was bogged down in
HRA red tape, 2) restoration of
historic downtown building facades,
and the continuing efforts to
construct the Upper Mississippi
River Interpretative Center by
citizen groups and the county
historical society, and 3) meeting
senior citizen needs in the areas of
housing, recreation and transportation through the efforts of the
Winona Ecumenical Housing Association and the Senior Citizen
Advisory Board.
Last November, a group of seven
Winona residents went to Louisville
to orally present the city's applica-

tion in the form of slides and tapes,
and a booth displaying community
development over the last five
years.
The next step in the competition
will be a visit to Winona by
members of the League's screening
panel.
"The panel will arrive anonymously", says Bone. "They have no
obligation to inform us of their
arrival. In fact, they may have been
here already." Bone went on to say
that the panel will probably talk to
people on the street, asking their
opinion of the downtown mall or the
transit system. "If their answers are
unfavorable, we'll just have to take
our chances", says Bone.
If Winona is named one of the top
ten All-American cities, it won't
mean that the city has "solved all of
its problems" said Bone. "The award
will be a reward to citizen
participation — a recognition that
Winona's community development
is more than just bricks and
mortar."
The award will act as a catalyst to
encourage continued and increased
citizen participation in the decisions
that affect them. According to Bone,
"It will show that we can work
together.
Winona won't learn the results of
the competition until the first week
of April. "Until then, we can do
nothing but wait" said Bone.

Developmental Center at WSU
by Mary Kay Reeder
Today, more than ever before
there are educational centers for
developmental delayed children and
adults. Winona County has such a
useful service which is located on
the Winona State University campus. The center, known as the
Developmental Achievement Cen• ter (DAC) is under the direction of
John Kaugen.
The licensed DAC has two
programs — one is a pre-school
which handles ages 13 months to 4
years. The other program handles
adults ages 21 years and over.
Public schools are obliged to
accommodate students between
ages 4 and 21.
At DAC eight clients are enrolled
in pre-school and 18 clients are in
post school. There are three
full-time teachers, Helen Onnen,
Byron Bascle and Sharon Martin.
Molly McGuire and Jane Jasziewski
are the staff aids. The teachers and
aids instruct the children in
"individualize programming in the
area of functional skills development," stated Kaugen who added
that adults learn useful "living
skills, that are increased to their
maximum level."
Kaugen consideres the "DAC as a
good program. It needs exposure to
grow." According to him Social
Services are most responsible —
next to word of mouth references —
in locating "developmental delayed"
individuals in the county. He
expressed that there are many
moderately and severely developmentaldelayed children who are not
being touched by the services.
The guidelines for the DAC are
set by the Dept. of Public Welfare

Byron Bascle [work activity coordinator] administers a test to Paul Habeck.

[Photo by Dave Malcomson]

and the county has to approve the
budget.

where most of the students participate in gym activities.

The physical location of the DAC
on the university campus is considered a favorable situation to
Kaugen. "It's a tremendous advantage in that we have practicum and
volunteer people from the campus."
Also, the center is close to the
physical education department

Kaugen's goal for the center is to
"work towards total individualization in programming." The center is
open for public viewing from an
observatory room and anyone
interested in doing volunteer work
are encouraged to stop by, according to Kaugen.

Go Ahead!
Make a
"SPECTACLE"
of Yourself.....

in Fashion Eyewear

From Winona Opticians, LTD.!
Give yourself a new look
before Spring Break! Non-prescription
sunglasses now on SALE!
Best selection of frames around!

(0D)
WinonaOpticiansLtd.
"Your Eyewear Boutique"
SHAMPOO Et STYLE CUT $5.00
Balsam Plus Perm '$12.50 (plus hair cut),
For hair care problems- call 454-2450
Present ad to Robert Kostner or Joyce Bain
HOURS:
MON.
THRU SAT.
9:00-5:00

4i2

Hair St.Cents
Winona, Mn.

120 W. 4th

Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-6:00 — Fri. 9:30-8:00 — Sat. 9:30-5:00
PLAZA SQUARE — DOWNTOWN — 454-1100

EVE NI
BYNGS
AEPOINTMENT
ONLY

When the Ordinary is Inadequate
for Your Valentine Gift Selections
visit the
iNovair,

hea

A Unique Gallery of Extraordinary Gifts!
MIRROR/COMB SETS
MUSIC BOXES
MINIATURES
BELLS
JEWELRY
PORSGRUND CHINA
HEARTS
DESKWAF
UNUSUAL STAINED GLASS

HOURS:
MON-FRI., 9-9
TUESDAY 9-6
SATURDAY 8-4

84 Plaza Square
452-1741
452-1743
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A Decder Of The Past
by Casey W. Lake
In a day and age of progress, it is
hard to find many dealers of the
past. The Country Store on Franklin
and by the railroad tracks has been

around for a few years and is likely
to be around for at least a few more
years. Check out this dealer of the
past. You may see some very
interesting things.
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Excess Textbooks Blasted

More Letters

Dear Sirs:

Pro-Life
Letter to the Editor:
Abortion is not a private matter,
as many pro-choice advocates will
tell you. How can those who fight
for a woman's right to control her
body forget about the unborn child's
right to control his/her body?
There are enormous historical,
legal, and medical precedents to
support the unborn's right to life.
An excerpt from Abortion and
Social Justice, Hilgers and Horan
eds., p. 107, gives a good example:
"Prior to the seventeenth century
the prevailing (medical) doctrine
had been of the Aristotelian school.
Aristotle taught that forty days
after conception the fetus underwent a transformation which made
it human. This notion was successfully attacked in 1621 as medical
nonsene by Paolo Zacchia in his
Questiones Medico-Legales, 9.1.

"Thereafter, the medical profession gradually accepted the view
that there was no valid line to be
drawn within the womb, and the law
slowly but surely followed the

medical lead. Today there can
scarcely be a return to the Roman
law theory that a parent has
absolute dominion over his offspring, or a return to the ancient
notion that a fetus is "part" of his
mother.
"The autonomy of the unborn
child is established clearly by
modern fetology."
Considering the development of
medical and legal knowledge of the
last several hundred years, it is
outragious to believe that some
vague legal idea of marital privacy
should take precedence over a
child's right to life.
It's obvious that everybody
should have freedom over one's own
body, but the child within the womb
is not a part of the mother's body.
The child is an autonomous human
life whose place of residence
happens to be the womb. He or she
is entitled under our Constitution to
the same protection as the mother
— no more, no less.
Carl Simons, President
Winona S.O.U.L.

Interest Lacks in Wenonah
Dear Editor,
Two weeks ago there was one
article and one letter to the editor
published in the Winonan concerning interest in a potential 1979-80
publication of the "Wenonah" (this
university's extinct yearbook). Both
articles concluded that there isn't a
yearbook because there isn't enough
interest.
Both articles mentioned student
interest in doing one and the
seeming lack of a yearbook staff.
Neither mentioned whether there
were enough students at Winona
State willing to buy a yearbook to
make publication even close to
worthwhile.
There were 500 copies of the
"76-Wenonah" ordered. The 76 staff
conducted door-to-door sales campaigns in the dorms, set up a table in

the SMOG for off-campus students,
published coupon for $1 off on
yearbooks, and offered a discount to
the "bookless-buyers" of the "75Wenonah". Of approximately 4,500
students, the staff wasn't able to
find 500 that were willing to spend
their money on a yearbook.
There wasn't only a lack of
interest in wanting to own a
yearbook, but a lack of student
interest in even wanting pictures in
it. Dorm Pictures: There were 10
floors of 26 (Sheehan Hall was
counted as 6 floors: 2nd & 3rd as
one, 4th & 5th as one, etc.) that
weren't represented by even half of
their occupants. Several more just
barely had half. Graduate Pictures:
The "76-Wenonah" staff photographers offered graduates who wanted their pictures in the yearbook a
picture for $2, so they wouldn't have
by Nancy Schwanke

Community

The Community College Relations
Board will meet formally for the
first time in the city council
chambers on Wednesday, Feb. 7 at
8:00 p.m.

Relations
Board
Meets

The city council' has asked the
board to review to the student
rights ordinance, and make recommendations.

brings up the problem of buying
textbooks.

The fact that mid-terms and
pre-registration are once again upon
us reminds us that the beginning of
spring quarter is not far away. As
always, the start of a new quarter

I feel that this expense to
students could be significantly
reduced every semester if teachers

Drivers Flunk
Parking Test
Dear Editor:
A few months ago I read a letter
to the editor about the parking
problem at Winona State. In this
letter it was said that the problem
was the lack of available parking for
students, but the real problem lies
not in the lack of parking but in the
students who do the parking.
Many times, this winter, I have
driven to school only to find cars
parked in a dozen different directions, blocking thru traffic, and
taking up more than one parking
space. A prime example of cars
parked in different directions would
be the Kryzsko Commons parking
to hire a professional photographer.
The graduate kept one photograph
and the negative and the staff kept
one photograph for the yearbook. 63
graduates got their picture taken,
587 didn't. Off-Campus Pictures:
The staff advertised group offcampus student pictures to be taken
at a specified time and place. Of
approximately 3,400 off-campus students, 5 had their picture taken.
Interest is what was lacking.
Interest in even forming a staff is
what is lacking now. My interest in
the possibility of a 1979-80 publication of the "Wenonah" is, sadly
enough, lacking. I devoted 5 months
time on the staff for the "76-Wenonah" and found the apathy, hassles,
and headaches resulted in a
publication not exciting enough to
"create a tradition". The "76-Wenonah" is not something I look back on
now and give myself a pat on my
back for.
Sincerely,
Tammy Hansen
The board consists of two
students from each of the colleges
and six Winona citizens.
The board was formed on a
recommendation from the 1977
Mayor's Conference. As an advisory
board, the group has no power, but
it gives students and residents an
opportunity to be involved in the
planning of decisions that affect
them.

WSU
Presents
Opera
The Winona State University
Music Department in conjunction
with WSU Theatre Arts Department is presenting Gian Carlo
Menotti's opera, "The Old Maid and
the Thief."

lot. In this parking lot do you rarely
find that you park in the same
direction as the other cars. Parking
like this was probably caused by
someone in a hurry, or by someone
who didn't feel like turning their car
around for fear of losing their
parking space.
Then of course there are always
the people who park their cars so
that they are sticking out far
enough to block the thru traffic,
forcing anyone who happens to
drive down that street or aisle to
back all the way out and go around
some other way. Here the problem
again is caused by someone in a
hurry to park their car; thereby
throwing the whole parking lot out
of balance.
The problem of people taking up
more than one parking space is
perhaps the problem that arises
most around campus. Here it is
evident that people in a hurry are
again at fault. If these people would
take more time and park their cars
closer together; instead of parking
between two other cars and leaving
four feet of unused space on either
side of their car, there would be
plenty of parking around campus.
It is my opinion, that if anyone's
car is found not parked in the right
direction, blocking traffic, or taking
up more than one parking space
they should be ticketed and fined by
the city police and perhaps by the
university itself. The major problem
is not the lack of parking facilities
around campus, but the fault of the
people who do the parking of these
cars. Only the taking of time will
clear up the parking problem at
Winona State.
Sincerely,
Leigh Davis

would cut down on the number of
unnecessary books that they require students to purchase.
The major argument against
cutting down on books is obvious —
it may compromise a good education. While this may be true when
speaking of a drastic cut in books, it
doesn't apply to situations in which
only unnecessary books are "weeded out". Books fitting into the
"unnecessary" category are those
that have never been read during
the course of the semester — either
because they contain nothing pertinent to the class, or because the
pertinent information that they do
contain is sufficiently covered in
class notes.
There are several advantages in
cutting down on useless books. First
of all, students would have fewer
books to lug from class to class, and
along with this, fewer books to lose
when lugging them from class to
class.
A second advantage is that the
fewer books a student has, the less
chance there is that he or she will
get stuck with a pile of unsellable
used books at the end of the
semester — unsellable because a
newer edition has been printed or
because the teacher suddenly decides another book is better.
The last, and certainly the most
important advantage in having to
buy fewer books is that money is
saved. Since staying on a budget is
perhaps the biggest concern to any
college student, any cut in expenses
is very much appreciated.
So, the advantages are obvious,
the most important being that
money is saved by the student. But
the decision to eliminate unneeded
books is one that must be made not
by the students, but by the
teachers. Hopefully then, when
ordering books in the future, the
teachers to which this letter is
directed, will remember the inconvenience and hardship to the
student caused by the requirement
of unnecessary, unneeded, and in
most cases, overpriced books.
Sincerely,
Brian Goergen

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Internal Revenue
Service

Feb. 9 (Placement Dept.)
1:30-3:00 p.m.
3:00-4:00 p.m.
(Room 156 Gildemeister)

IBM
(Rochester)

Feb. 13 (Placement Dept)
a.m. and p.m. (2 schedules)

United Hospitals
(Abbott-Northwestern-Children's)
Boy Scouts of
America

Feb. 16 (Placement Dept.)
1:00-3:30 p.m. (3 schedules)

Federated Mutual
Insurance Co.
(Owatonn)

F'eb. 20 (Placement Dept.)
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Xerox Corporation

Feb. 21 (Placement Dept.)
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

St. Mary's Hospital
(Rochester)
Mayo Clinic
(Rochester)

Feb. 23 (Placement Dept.)
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Feb. 27 (Placement Dept.)
9:00 am.-12:00 Noon

Feb. 20 (Placement Dept.)
a.m.

Informal discussions with
students (walk-ins)
Formal meeting in large
group classroom with the
accounting and business
administration majors.
Interviewing for Accountants and Computer Science
positions.
Interviewing senior nursing students.
Interviewing for Management positions. Must have
a Baccalaureate degree,
but not a specific major.
Interviewing for Marketing
Development Trainees.
This company has an excellent training program.
Interviewing for Sales positions. Excellent training
program.
Interviewing senior nursing students.
Interviewing for Medical
Technologists (Chemistry
and Biology majors).

GROUP WORKSHOPS

(A),
Left to right, Miss Todd and Miss Pinkerton muse over a cup of tea.
I Photo by Dave Malcomson

The opera will be presented on
February 9th, 10th, and 11th at 8:00
p.m. Tickets are free to all WSU
faculty and students with an I.D.
General public admission is $2.00.
All seats are reserved. Box office
hours are from 12:00 noon to 4 px-

Conference Room, Placement Group session for students needing
Department, 110 Gildemeister assistance in any aspect of seeking
employment (letters of application/
Tuesday, Feb. 13
resumes/interviewing skills, job
4:00 p.m.
tips). Open to all students. Students
Tuesday, Feb. 20
trying to obtain internships are also
4:1)0 p.m.
welcome to attend.

.
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Opinions
CCMI Has
Earned
Support

Thinking about something different? Do you march
to the beat of a different drummer? Let's hear from
you.

Letters From Those Who Care
Flying Food Causes Crashing Calamities
To the Editor:

by John Hotzfield
CCMI, (Citizens for a Clean Mississippi Inc.) is an organization that is
attempting to put a halt to all of the industrial scum that is dumped into the
northern end of the longest river in the United States, the Mississippi
River.
The slogan; "We can't all liVe upstream", has become a trade mark of
CCMI since they were started in 1975. Since then their membership list has
swelled to over 2000.
According to Dorothy Hill, CCMI has gone through over $40,000 since
they started. She said that most of it was spent on law fees during the
hearings that took place in Noveniber of 4977. These hearings are what set
new standards on Pigs Eye Plant this year. Hill is quick to point out that the
money was well spent in that the Mississippi River no longer sees the 240
tons of raw sewage that daily was dumped into the river.
In fact, because of CCMI's pressure on the officials of Pigs Eye Plant,
they must now take all polluted sediments to an on-land disposal site
instead of dumping them into the river.

Have you ever had your appetite
ruined as you've gone through the
lunch line? I have — many, many
times. The actions committed by
some inconsiderate students as they
proceed through the cafeteria can
be defined as juvenile.
Eating is one of life's pleasures. It
is hard to derive pleasure, however,
from seeing food fly through the air
and land in an unsightly mess upon
the floor. This is no exaggeration,
and besides this, many other crimes
have been committed in the
cafeteria. The first one I noticed
nearly killed my appetite. One night
as we were walking into the kitchen
on the Sheehan side, we noticed
dried up, decrepit-looking slices of
cucumbers inside the fire extinguisher box. Rumor has it that they
lived there last year too.

Dear Editor,

And Hill is right. Why should the people from Red Wing to LaCrosse
have to put with a polluted river just because the Twin Cities can't find
anything better to do with their sewage? Or, why should anyone from
farther down the 2,350 mile long river suffer from our pollution?
CCMI is now digging to such issues as over-flow sewage coming out of the
Twin Cities un-treated, garbage thrown over-board by the barge crews that
travel the river during the summer, and many other commercial and
industrial activities that pollute the river.
CCMI isn't just concerned with the fisherman that throws their paper
wrappers into the river, they are concerned with the industrial giants that
pollute our river. And CCMI isn't afraid to tackle these industrial giants.
Hill points out that "we've got a good track record so far."
CCMI has not only shown that they're not afraid to confront the industrial
giants, but they can beat them. The biggest problem facing CCMI right now
is that their funds are exhausted, CCMI needs help, financially and
physically.

Sometimes stomachs can begin to
growl as students wait in line, so it
is not uncommon to see students
munch on their relishes or even
finish their salads as they proceed
into the kitchen. Instead of leaving
their empty salad plates on their
tray, they discard them the most
convenient location, which happens
to be by the breakfast cereals. This
is not just one isolated incident. You
can find dirty plates almost anywhere in the kitchen.

Another frequent incident occurs
after the students have selected
their main course. As they choose
their desserts, many of them
remove from their tray portions of
their food such as an unwanted
hamburger bun, carrot sticks,
cookies, English muffins, and sometimes even their whole main course.
If these students didn't want their ,
food, why did they take it in the first
place? They are just wasting it and
creating an unsightly mess.
Do you think these acts are really
necessary? They just make more
work for the cafeteria employees
plus creating an unappetizing atmosphere for the rest of the
students. If students could see
themselves in the eyes of others,
they'd realize that they act without
regard for the rights or feelings of
others. Consideration is the key.
Sincerely yours,
Charlene Paus

Warriors Need Fans

CCMI won a major battle when new standards were set on Pigs Eye
Plant this year.
But, according to Hill, "we can't let down now."

Another offense was performed
by a girl who demonstrated a total
lack of concern for everyone but
herself. I happened to be behind this
person as she went through the line.
As we came to the lettuce, she made
herself a salad. When finished, she
began to pick out the brown-edged
pieces and tossed them by the
relishes creating a -mess in that area
that was enough to make you sick.

The Warrior men's basketball
season is more than half over, and so
far the season has been pretty
disappointing for the young team.
The team has had their share of bad
luck, with injuries and people
quitting, but those aren't the only
problems. One of the major problems is that they don't receive any
fan support from Winona State
students.
You might say, why should I
support a losing team? You might
also say, that the players or coaches
don't know what they're doing, so
why waste my time? However, I
recently went to watch the team
play against Mankato State Univer-

sity and even though they lost in a
close game, they looked quite
impressive. The Warriors hit on
most of their shots. They played
with a lot of hustle and rebounded
extremely well. The only thing the
team was lacking was the presence
of an audience.

Dame fans are known all over the
nation as the sixth man. The main
reason for this is, because their fans
put out an overabundance of spirit
and enthusiasm. This spirit and
enthusiasm is then transferred over
to the players, who in turn will play
much better, and with much more
confidence. These fans are truly the

I feel that if a team has someone
to cheer them on, they will play
much harder, and with much more
desire to win. For instance, I've
been to a lot of other college

sixth man on the court.

basketball games, where I feel that
the deciding factor was the overwhelming support that the fans
gave their team. Notre Dame has a
fine example of fan support. They
would go anywhere or do anything,
to watch their team play. Notre

Winona's fans can also be the
sixth man on the court. The players
and coaches have worked quite hard

in trying to bring a winning team to
Winona. Now it is up to Winona's
student body to give their team
some support and help in the
production of a winning team in
Winona.
Sincerely,
Steve Kapisak

Animal House:

For more information contact Dorothy Hill, Box 61, Pepin, Wisconsin
54759.
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Editor, WINONAN:
We need a lot of good dialog, I
feel, if our pluralistic society is to
achieve a consensus by which it can
grow healthy and whole, instead of
self-destructing due to differences
of opinion.

have some dialog about the movie,
The Animal House, that was praised
as good entertainment in a recent
WINONAN. I saw it, and considered it a piece of ribald satire of
our so-called civilization's decadence, as manifested on a college
campus.

So, even though at the start it
may seem a small thing, I'd like to

It seemed to me that those who
produced it were trying to do more

than merely provide good entertainment. It seemed to me they were
saying to us, "Look what a greedy
gluttonous lustful bloodthirsty carnivorous decadent bunch of hedonists you are. You fools!'
If satire like that is to be useful,
doesn't it need to be seen as more
than just "good entertainment?"
Ellery Foster

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
To whom it may concern: Your
letter on student pressures can't
be run unless you submit your
name to go with it. It is against the
Winonan's policy to print unnamed letters.
John Hotzfield

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR EDUCATION MAJORS
GRADUATING SPRING OR SUMMER OF 1979.
We are getting teaching openings for the 1979-80 school year. If you
have not done so, please come to the Placement Office and register for
our services.
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Leave M.Q. Crowds Cheering

Brittannia Invades Winona

by Dan Day
"Ladies and gentlemen: formerly company) eventually hears and
the Winona High School marching enjoys our music enough to sign us."
band, now Brittania..." An atten"We're still a very young band
tion-gathering intro for an attention-gathering band. The strong (average age is 20) and it takes time.
vocal-oriented band played to cheer- You can't play in a band like this
ing Winona crowds for five straight unless you're entirely devoted to
nights, beginning Tuesday, Jan. both the band and the music."
30th.
Devoted is definitely an appropriTheir stage show is comprised ate word for this Fargo-Moorheadmostly of Styx, Boston, Kansas, and based rock group. Such songs as
other bands that combine rock with "Rock and Roll Band" (Boston) and
solid vocal harmonies. Besides the "Crystal Ball" (Styx) come across
great guitar work done by Leon extremely well, and the vocals as
Hanson and Greg Wollan, the vocals well as all of the instrumentation is
seem to be their main strength. exact. "To be a successful bar band,
Many seemed to be surprised that you've got to be able to play radio
this group isn't playing warm-up to songs, and play them to perfection."
larger bands in a larger place. This soon becomes apparent to
anyone listening to them, as all lead
However, drummer Tim Schuett work is a carbon copy.
describes the band's main goal at
this point as "continuing to work
Bassist Mark Heine, along with
upward through the club circuit and Tim provide a more than adequate
hope someone (from recording rhythm for the melodic lead guitar

work of both Leon and Greg, as well
as styx-style keyboard work by
Randy Roseberry. Randy, the
newest member of the quintet,
played with Locust, a band who
released an album a couple years
back. Only playing with Brittania
for the first time at the M.Q., the
tightness of his work is nothing
short of amazing.
The band started playing colleges
and small towns in North Dakota,
and do a lot of playing in Minnesota.
None of them hate working clubs,
yet some problems do arise. As Tim
puts it, "the only real trouble we
have is satisfying club managers
and owners. We usually have to play
more to their satisfaction than ours.
The type of songs we perform, as
well as the volume are the two
primary inputs we receive from the
bar owners."

mellower side of the evening.
"Needle and the Damage Done" by
Neil Young was performed well, and
completely solo by guitarist Leon
Hanson. The Yes number "I've Seen
All Good People" was superb, even
though the vocal parts of that song
are extremely hard to do.
The special treat for the full house
was a Chance to hear Bill Lanik, a
bouncer at the M.Q. control the
stage (and the eyes of all present)
and perform with Brittania. "Runnin' With the Devil" by Van Halen
rocked the entire building. Bill not

only surprised the crowd and the
band at his immediate success in the
rock world, but managed to
bewilder himself also. There's got to
be a spot in the music business for
the "Wolfman Jack" of Winona.
The progressive rock combination
of Brittania is now playing in the
Windy City, but shall return for
another week beginning Feb. 20th.
Working their way to the top may
not take too much time, for they've
already attained a number of
Winona fans.

Acoustic guitar provided for the

Derek Whitmore [left] and Steven Gwilt perform in The Zoo Story. [see
article on page 7]
[Photo by Dave Malcomson]

M[> ississippi

ueen

PRESENTS

TOGA PARTY!!
Valentines Day
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14
Britannia performs at M.Q.

[Photo by Dave Malcomson]

The
Pizza Villa

11t04Z
/I'4*

114 Plata East - Winona, 11.1
NOW SERVING

BROASTED SUPREME CHICKEN
STACKED BEEF it HAM SANDWICHES

FREE Entry With Toga
$1.00 COVER WITHOUT

NO KEG NIGHT-THIS WEDNESDAY ONLY
OPEN-6:00

Coming February 17

LAMONT CRANSTON
'2.00 COVER
OPEN 6:00

ALL Phones... 4, 54-6622
The Pizza Villa
114 PLAZA EAST

4546822

HAPPY HOUR
DAILY TR. 8:30

102 JOHNSON ST.
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Satire at Its Finest

Two plays by Edward A. Albee
including, "The Zoo Story" and "The
American Dream" were performed
in Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre last
week. Both plays exemplified the
satirical wit and incredible skill of
Albee characterized by the irony
and almost tragic humour manifest
throughout both plays.
Directed by Terry Riska, "the Zoo
Story" cast of actors: Jerry, played
by Derek Whitmore and Peter
played by Steven Gwilt, (pictured
below) commanded a spellbound
audience. So intense were moments
in the play, so quiet was the
audience, it was almost as if the
actors and audience members
seemed to flow together to create a
cloud of reality which engulfed
everyone.

ran into the-_knife and slowly dies,
admitting he was not a person to
plan, but he'd kind of planned this
whole incident. Satirical folly is
evident in Jerry's line to Peter,
"you've lost your honor but defended your bench."
We are reminded of animals in
this play in that men are only
animals — prey to society's social
mores. Indeed, the "Zoo Story" was
excellent, most emotion-arousing
play!
The other play, "The American
Dream" directed by Casey Clark
was filled with more blunt and
obvious humour. Albee's satire of
middle class American family was
an endlessly thought provoking
drama. Each line, each actor and
each role demanded the constant
attention and mind-treking of audience members.

Derek Whitemore skillfully portraying a "bum" from the west side
of New York seemed to be bound
Each character manifested a
with a type of contemptuous but
magnetic wisdom offset by a seemingly typical role model of each
somewhat subtle madness. Jerry _member of an American middle
was a character of many sides, and class family: mommy, daddy, grandindisputable creature of wisdom ma and an adopted son (twice over)
madness, tragic humour and real- and of course the typical business
ness. One audience member gasped women — Mrs. Barker, representa"oh my God!" at one of the climax tive volunteer from Bye-Bye Adopmoments of the play, wherein Jerry tion Agency.
facing the audience, summarized his
The play is definitely full of
situation in a speech of dramatic
symbolism, but whether or not one
madness and realism.
agrees that it typifies the middle
Peter protrayed the perfect class American family is a matter of
contrast for Jerry. Steven Gwilt individual opinion.
successfully played a most convinJoyce Kallwang brilliantly porcing upper middle class, young
executive (of a publishing company), trayed the sickening character of
Mrs. Barker. Upon her entrance
with a nice job, nice family, a wife,
two daughters and two parakeets into the play the audience is
and two cats. The clash of these two somewhat taken aback when
characters in their dress their mommy asks Mrs. Barker if she
mannerisms and positions...pro- would like to take off her dress. Of
vided the context for Albee's course, Mrs. Barker obliges her kind
satirical drama commenting on hostess. Through out the entire play
there were several such ambigious,
man's social and moral values.
and leading comments and expresThe play comes to a tragic almost sions. Even the ending was ended
sickening action-packed ending. At on an implication from grandma
a moment wrought by intense which left the audience to imagine
emotionalism, Peter in defending the remainder of the story.
his honour is brought to defend
Mommy was a dreadful, bickering
himself, his pride and his so called
"park bench". Peter holding a knife character portrayed very well by
(thrown out by Jerry) reluctantly Teri Schiller. Mommy typifies the
challenges Jerry to fight. Jerry then classic overbearing wife, who subtly

AT THE BOOKSTORE

.

VALENTINES DAY
Don't forget your loved ones on February 14th, which is Valentines
Day. We have a lot of suggestions for gifts and cards.
BATTERIES
We have a stock for your convenience a full selection of Everready
BatterieS. A size for every need.
SALES RECORDS
Our Special Sales Records are now being given an extra 20%
discount. Many fine records at high savings to choose from.
LAST CHANCE
Final offering of 1979 calendars and appointment books at half-price,

manipulates her "daddy". Daddy
was realistically portrayed by Russ
Hoesley. The placid, impotent and
passive character of daddy was
enough to evoke a genuine feeling of
disgust and anger.
Mommy and daddy supposedly
adopted a "bumble" or "bundle of
joy" from the Bye-Bye adoption
agency, some years earlier. The
bumble turned out to be a big
disappointment, so mommy and
daddy typically had to "get down"
on the bumble. Representing the
abusive middle class parents,
mommy and daddy preceded to
abuse the bumble 'til the bumble
eventually -dies by "crying his eyes
out one night."
The second bumble played by Ben
Mueller shows up nonchalantly at
mommy's and daddy's and becomes
the perfect bumble. The second
bumble symbollically turns out to be
a twin of the first bumble, however
this is only known to wise old
grandma. Bumble number two
characteristically is vain, void of all
emotion and love and thus lives only
for money: (due to the pain and
abuse of his twin brother). Ben
Mueller does a good job of creating
the egotistical monster who is
symbolic of mommy's and daddy's
dream son.
Grandma, a most vivid and almost
lovable creature is beautifully
portrayed by Mary Johnson.
Grandma, indeed with her age and
years of knowledge symbolically
represents the only halfway sensible and understandable character.
She is the one who generally
clarifies and implicated throughout
the play. She seems to rise above
the other characters due to her role
and in the end she leaves.

Top Local
Rock Act
to Appear

The Mississippi Queen will play
host to a very popular and upcoming
band from Minnesota by the name of
Chameleons. They will perform here
for one night only, February 12th.

KQAL's Top Ten
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Neil Larsen
Steve Khan
Eric Clapton
Robben Ford
Dire Straits
North Country Band
Peter Lang
Marc Tanner Band
Chip Taylor
Frank Zappa

KQ's Kalendar
Wednesday, February 7
Wings of Music Acetate Review (7:00 p.m.) Toto — Hemming's That's Jazz
(9:00 p.m.) Westher Report — Black Market
Thursday, February 8
Thursday Night Live — Jenny Hall (8:00 p.m.) — BBC Rock Hour (9:00
P.M.) — Wishbone Ash
Friday, February 9
Friday Afternoon Special (4:00 P.M.)
Saturday February 10
G.Q. Classic Album Review (2:00 p.m.) Van Morrison — Moondance
Monday, February 12
M.Q. Presents (7:00 p.m.) T.B.A.
Tuesday, February 13
Jackson St. Coffee House Music Revival (7:00 p.m.) — Charlie Byrd

PC

To all the WSU students who
were just accepted into the school of
nursing — Congratulations!
•
GO — is it true what Playboy says
about accountants?
Airhead: you're a great housemate — outta state Illinois
Burrita: Looks like you're the
Belch board Queen of the month...
Anthony on Keyboards and vocals;
Dugen McNeil on bass guitar and
vocals; Charlie Adams on Drums
_ and vocals; and John Donaldson on
lead guitar.

Presenting a lot of their own
material as well as the music of Led
Zeppelin, Foreigner, Kansas, Patti
Smith, Cheap Trick, Van Halen, and
the Rolling Stones, they plan on
cutting an album sometime later
this year.

With Mark Anthony doing most
of the vocal work, the entire band
knows each of their respective
instruments with a skill uncommon
to a lot of their competition. Charlie
Adams has one of the (if not) the
largest drum kit set-up in the
Midwest. A very melodic drummer,
Charlie uses gongs, wind chimes,
and much more. Meanwhile, John
Donaldson could very well be
Minnesota's top fret-burner.

The foursome consists of: Mark

Chameleons tour regularly to

Order Today Your
Favorite Guy or Gal
a Sweetheart Cake

MEMO BOARDS
Ideal as a small gift, comes in two sizes and different patterns.

LOVE T-SHIRT
As a Valentines Day Special we are now offering this blue Love
p T-Shirt for only $4.00, regular price $5.75.

but watch out for the Marys next
month — Spike and Goldie
Little wienie — there's got to be
material there, somewhere — "D2"
Winona Bettie's — thanks for the
surprise Kermit
To R. Lee J. — Turn on the
bubble machine — Yours truly,
Rubber Ducky
Milwaukee, Chicago, and various
other parts of Illinois. Their usual
spots in the Twin Cities include Doc
Holliday's, Thumper's, Zahler's
Ballroom, The Boom Company, The
Caboose, and the Union Bar.
They will be visible to Winona for
the one night only, with a cover
charge of $1.50. Save your money,
this band is well worth it.

Honor Band
Visits WSU
The first annual High School
Honor Band performed last Friday
and Saturday nights at the Performing Arts Center on the Winona
State University campus.
Conducted by Dr. Lee A. Mendyk
from WSU, and Frank Piersol, a
guest conductor from the University of Iowa. The concerts were held
in the PAC at 7:30 p.m. both nights.
Comprised of seventy-five musicians that were auditioned from the
tri-state area through tape recordings of their various solos as well as
other selected materials. All sophomores, juniors and seniors were
eligible to audition and play. -

OFFICIAL MAPS
In this department we have a large selection of colored World Maps.
Some by special areas and others complete, such as North America,
Canada, and U.S.

NOTHING TO IT LETTERS
We have two special displays of this new method of communicating.
They feature such lines as Birthday, Get Well, Fun and Love, Please
write, Miss you, Thank you, and many others. Give someone a
surprise that you can write.

Jungle Fever
The Blue Man
Backless
The Inside Story
Dire Straits
The North Country Band
Back to the Wall
No Escape
St. Sebastian
Sleep Dirt

6" HEART FOR $2.50

6b#,&Ift

'6,

WIrdee

Wedee4 go4

452-6851

Cceem1;wts
74 E. Third

There once was a cowpoke named
Bruce,
Who thought he liked to chew
snoose.
'til one day he snorted
Some real fine -imported,
And blew his whole snuff system
loose.
S.J.H.
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Satori Editor Really
Likes his Work

the

rockjock
by Dan Day

The schedule of upcoming concerts to the area should provide
both excitement and a good time to
those wishing to emerse themselves
in a solid wall of sound. For those
that may not, a few mellower events
will supply satisfaction as well.
Starting off the fun, all those who
enjoy acoustic guitar with Bobby
Dylan-style lyrics are sure to enjoy
Harry Chapin (earlier this year at
St. Mary's College) as he performs
in Madison, Wis., Feb. 7th.
From the other side of the music
coin, Alice Cooper will bring his
ghoulish rock antics to Madison on
Feb. 14th, and then to the Met
Sports Center in Bloomington,
Minn., on Feb. 23rd. The legendary
theatrics expert, equipped with a
nine member entourage, will thrill
Midwest audiences with his "From
the Inside" tour. The tour, backing
up his present AM hit single "How
You Gonna See Now" will finally
give us a chance to see the mellow(?)
side of the rock demon.
March 8th will bring Styx to the
stage in Madison at the Dane county
Coliseum. Following a recent theatrical overhaul, they are now to be
seen combining great rock, ala their
pleasant, flowing melodies, with a
touch of Kiss. On a hunch, keep an
eye out for the quintet to be in the
Cities in early Spring.
For anyone wishing to throw
away $6.50, the Tubes & Company
will be at the St. Paul Theatre on
Feb. 25th. The only laugh that even
comes close to this attempt at a rock
band will also be in town the
following week, as Cheech and
Chong will appear at the Guthrie
Theater in St. Paul on March 4th.
following up their hit movie "Up in
Smoke," those who enjoyed their
Hollywood antics will love their
stage show.
Buddy Holly lovers will get a kick
out of Elvis Costello, as the
new-wave rocker performs at the
Guthrie on March 7th. Although he
holds an avid, almost cult following,

anyone who had a chance to see
Elvis on Saturday Night Live will
want to pass this one up.
The ever-popular harmonies and
melodic guitar lines of Boston will
enhance the Met Sports Center on
March 17th. Perhaps the most
popular band of 1978, Boston will
indeed be a treat, and more than
likely play before a jam-packed
crowd. Jamming the Civic Center in
St. Paul last year, many returnees
will be in attendance at this one.
Supertramp will be in the Twin
Cities on March 27th, for anyone
liking their strong lyrical performances. Mellow guitar, as well as
great keyboard work is the key to
success for this band, and their
popularity in the United States is
continuing to flourish greatly.
Finally, the flute-bearing master
of rock wizardry Ian Anderson will
lead Jethro Tull into the U.S. for a
spring tour. A chance to hear Tull
will be available on April 18th.
Following the release of their -recent
live album, Jethro Tull will perform

at the Met Sports Center for one
night only, a night that will more
than likely contain yet another
sold-out Tull concert.
On the local scene, the Mississippi
Queen is now making the rock band
Rough Rider available to those who
enjoy rock 'n roll. Chameleon will be
in town for one night on Monday,
Feb. 12th. This band from Minneapolis now has a chance to prove
that they deserve the 25 million
posters they displayed on campus. I
hope they don't let us down.
Heartsfield will then be in town
Feb. 26th.-The North Country Band,
a locally-based country rock group
will be on the same billing, so this
will be a great chance for anyone
liking a little hoedown to appear.
Both bands have albums out, yet the
popularity of both are questionable.
Hopefully they will greet Winona
with a good showing.
Well rock jocks, that should just
about do it for this week, but keep in
touch with this column for details
and future updates on upcoming
rock events.

by Bonnie Whitley
Bruce Marshall is the new editor
of the Satori, Winona State's

literary magazine. He was recently
interviewed by reporter Bonnie
Whitley concerning the functions of
the Satori and Marshall's duties as
editor.
Winonan: How does one become
editor of the Satori?
Marshall: "You submit your
name, then appear before the
Communications Committee for the
Student Council. There were two of
us who applied and were accepted
as co-editor. Kathy Blowers decided
to decline for health reasons. There
was only one person who applied for
business manager, Nate Wendland,
the editor of last year's Satori."

W.: What is your primary
function as Editor?
M: "I work in conjunction with
the advisor, Orval Lund to co-ordinate activities. We all work on
publicity to encourage submissions
of art, photography, and fiction. The
entire staff reviews the material
and decides the format to be used."
W: Who are your staff members
this year?
M: "Lori Benrick, Gretchen
Haws, Jerry Cooper, Karen Adams,

M: "We have received some pen
and ink drawings, and some
photography work. We are hoping
for more art, poetry, and short
stories.
Marshall is a Mass Communications major. Although he produces a
local sports interview show, writes
occasional articles for the Winonan,
and works on a videotape crew for
the local news show, "Winona
Report," his main interest is in
creative writing, poetry in particular. Says Marshall, "I like writing

.

Marshall, who plans to graduate
in spring, chose Winona State after
much comparison with UW LaCrosse. "I chose WSU because I
would rather be one in four
thousand than one in eighteen
thousand. It affords more personalized teaching; and more actual
experience."
Although publication credit is
available to the editor of the Satori,
Marshall says he is doing it because
he is "interested."

HAM & CHEESE
8.
FRENCH FRIES

Mime Group
to Perform
by David Onnen

intellect.
They use other masks, too. In one
A face made of toilet paper rolls? skit, they use carved kitchen cutting
boards with real dough features
That face, and others equally built on them. That story is "about a
zany, is the product of the cruel real-life romance where the
imaginations of Andres Bossard, couple literally eats one another." In
Bernie Schurch, and Florianna another segment of the show, masks
Frassetto, collectively known as made of putty are worn by the two
Mummenschanz. The Swiss Mime- characters, and they arrange and
Masque group will be performing at rearrange each other's features to
WSU's Somsen Auditorium on Feb. suit themselves.
20 at 8:00 p.m.
Mummenschanz is being spon"Our show is not mime as most
people know it, where the per- sored by the Tri-College University
former walks on one spot, not Concert and Lecture Series. Tickets
getting anywhere, or uses music or are limited, and are available from
titles or some form of vocal Janet Sill in Somsen 225. Prices are
communication," says Bossard. $2.00 for students and $3.00 for
"Ours is a completely visual college staff members. Any remainperformance. We work on the ing tickets will be sold to the
feelings of our audience, their general public the night of the
senses rather than just their performance.

because there is a unique sense of
accomplishment when everything
W: When is the deadline for comes together."
submitting original material?
Raised just south of San FranM: "The deadline is February cisco, Marshall was told in high
14th. There may be the possibility of school that he had talent and should
an extension, but we would like to apply it, but he didn't pursue it right
see work coming in before the away. "It wasn't until four or five
years ago that I began to have the
deadlines."
urge to put my thoughts down on
W: Does the material have to be paper, and the more it happened the
less satisfied I was with my ability.
typed ready to print?
So I decided to go back to school
M: "No. It should be composed to pick up the skills and instrucexactly as they want it to appear, tion."
but typing is easier to read, and
This area attracted him because
sometimes handwriting can destroy
the flow of a piece. The staff he had been through on a trip and
members re-type them for the retained the image of the river and
the bluffs. When he decided to "give
printers."
up the California lifestyle for a more
W: Have you received any stable, rural existence," he settled
outside of LaCrosse.
material yet?

Nate Wendland, and myself."

BOTH FOR ONLY

15

OFFER GOOD THURSDAY,
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
FEB. 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th
505 HUFF ST. ACROSS FROM WSU
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Insider Looks at Iran
by Ali Rasoulilaemi
Kennedy Street, Roosevelt
Street, and Eisenhower Street in
Tehran were the common places for
millions of Iranians to demonstrate
and show their anti-American
feelings.
The anti-American slogans, both
in Persian and in English, have
increased in numbers as the White
House continues to support the
Prime Minister Shahpur Bakhtiar
and the regency council, both
appointed by the Shah, to run Iran
in the absence of the Shah.
For years Americans thought the
Shah's government was stable and
nothing would threaten Iran's
stability. Even as late as January
1978, President Carter called Iran
"an island of stability." What
happened in that island in less than
a year is a different story. But it
certainly was not caused over night.
Though many American officials
don't still admit it, they never
looked or analyzed Iran and its
related problems through the eyes
of the Iranian people. Americans
rather always looked at Iranians
through the eyes of the Shah and
how he said it was.
For many years the Shah of Iran
was portrayed to the majority of
Americans as a benevolant, patriotic and intelligent leader who has
done much for his country, and
given to his people prosperity and a
sense of importance.
Despite the Shah's popularity in
the western countries he was unable
to gain a good reputation among his
own people. In fact the Shah was
never trusted by his people since
1953, but people were afraid to
express their feelings due to
pressure that existed in Iran.

On Aug. 19, 1953 the government of
Prime Minister Dr. Mohammad
Mossadegh was overthrown and the
Shah was returned to power after a
brief humiliating exile in Rome.

In reality, the Shah himself was
running the country. All the major
decisions were made by the Shah.

Few Americans know that the
coup that toppled the government of
Iran was led by Kermit "Kim"
Roosevelt, a CIA agent. Kim, the
grandson of President Roosevelt is
still known as "Mr. Iran," around
the CIA for his spectacular operation in Tehran in 1953.
Since 1953 the Shah, realizing his
regime could be endangered by his
opponenets, did not tolerate any
kind of opposition, and treated them
very harshly.
The Shah's only objective for his
brutality was based on a political
assumption that all opposition in
any form are intent on his
destruction.
In the Shah's mind politics has
three colors, red, black, and white.
By white he refers to his own
program for the country called
White Revolution. Red and black
are the alliance of everything
opposed to him. Communists and
other leftists elements — the "reds"
— and religious conservatives — the
"blacks." And in the Shah's point of
view "they always come together."
That kind of thinking left no
opportunity for even moderate
oppositions to get their opinions and
views across to the public, published
in the newspaper or broadcast over
the radio or television. Nor were
they allowed to meet with the Shah
or members of his government to
'present their views.
During the period of 1953-1978,
the Shah was able to practice and
maintain a strong power and control
over Iran, through the help of his
Savak and military.

Due to political pressure in 1953,
the Shah was forced to leave Iran.

gence Organization) led by the Shah
personally, became one of the most
feared secret policies in the world.
Savak would seek out, organize and
maintain security and information
for the Shah of Iran. Savak was
responsible only to the Shah and he
always appointed its chief.
The number of Savak agents once
was up to 70,000 or one for every
450 Iranians. And this didn't include
its unpaid informers, which reached
up to 180,000. Savak permeated
Iranian society very effectively and
even reached out into other
countries, instituting its various
controls.
Savak kept a record of every
Iranian student abroad, including
those in the U.S. When a reporter
asked how many agents Savak has
in the U.S., Mr. Sabetti, Savak's
deputy director said, "We'd better
not talk about this but we are fully
aware of the situation of Iranian
students abroad...."

one of the strongest military in the
world, which always supported the
monarch and made him look as he
would never be toppled.
The Shah bought billions of
dollars worth of the most sophisticated military hardware from the
U.S., Britain, West Germany, Israel, and even Russia. This gave the
Shah an enormous power to the
point that he completely ignored the
basic human need, "freedom."
During the past 25 years all kinds
of political freedom were banned in
Iran. The media were extremely
censored. Radio and television
stations are state owned. Other
media, opposing the Shah would be
shut down or foced to bankruptcy
because government, the major
advertisers, would withdraw its
advertisings. Newspapers had to
write about "how to grow potatoes,"
instead of crooked elections, students riots, corrupted government
officials, etc.

Savak (State Security and Intelli-

FREE gift
with purchase

Iranian students in foreign countries including the USA always
wore masks when protesting the
Shah's policies. This was due to the
fact that they had been identified,
their families could have been in
serious trouble as well as the
students themselves.
In 1974 a few Iranian students in
Winona tried to organize a regular
meeting on Sundays to discuss the
"political" and "economic" affairs of
Iran with other Iranians and anyone
else willing to participate.

You can have a lovely gold
finish, antique reproduction
stick pin as a free gift with
any purchase of a necklace
from the 1928 Jewelry Company's Heart Collection.
This is a limited offer,
available while quantities
last.

ceremonial figure, not the absolute
power.

Since many of the students feared
Savak may have agents in Winona'
not only they did not participate,
but they even opposed the idea.
Some of them even suggested that
they should write to Iranian
Embassy and ask for permission to
have "social gatherings" but not
political discussion opposing the
Shah. They feared their families
might be in danger if they do so.
There used to be about 35 Iranian
students in WSU in 1974.
Besides Savak, the secret police,
the Shah also managed to maintain

The elections were long mistrusted by the Iranian people. The
votes taken out of the ballot box
were called "the moracles of the
ballot box." People were quite
aware who was going to be elected
before election would ever take
place. Even though the Shah always
promised free election, but he never
really meant it.
Iran has a parliament almost like
that of the U.S., the Congress and
the Senate. According to the Iranian
constitution all members of the
Congress have to be elected by the
people for the period of four years.
Only half of the members of the
Senate should be appointed by the
Shah and the other half should be
elected by the people for the period
of six years.
In the past quarter of a century,
the Shah has not let the people to
have a free election, rather he has
always appointed all the congressmen and the Senators. Therefore,
every law and amendments being
presented by the Shah would be
past for sure. The new laws were in
the interest of the Shah was to be a

He was the absolute power in the
country. Amir Abas Hoveida, who
served the Shah for 12 years as his
prime minister, once proudly said,
"in Western countries, you talk too
much about things, take them from
committee to committee. Here we
just go to the Shah and then act."
The Shah tried to do everything
by himself. He never trusted
anybody not even members of his
own family. He said it once in CBS,
"A king can take no one in his
confidence." Members of his family
were never given a major political
power, rather they always enjoyed
business privileges.
The Shah always employed the
people who supported his point of
view. This helped many corrupted
officials to get high level governmental jobs and fill their own
pockets instead of serving the
government and the people.
Billions of dollars which were
planned for industrialization wound
up in Swiss bank accounts, and the
Shah failed to keep his promises of
industrializing the country.
Despite, what the Shah claimed
many times in his press conferences
regarding modernization and industrialization of Iran, most cities and
villages suffer from poverty, education and sanitary.
There are more than 50,000
villages in Iran. Sixty eight percent
of the country's 35 million population live in such villages, ill-housed,
ill-paid, and almost all illiterate.
The Shah claimed to help these
people through his white revolution,
but his idealogy was never carried
out behind the theory and the paper
work.
The Shah's basic failure lies in the
fact that he failed to industrialize
the country as he spent billions of
petro-dollars and could not keep up
with his unrealistic promises such as
making Iran West Germany of the
Middle East.
Many of the Shah's modernization
plans were always inadequate.
Iranian major industrial center, an
iron and steel mill factory in
Isfahan, was supposed to have
produced 1,200,000 tons of iron and
steel in 1972, it produced a
maximum of only 600,000 tons, four
years later, in 1976.
The king who once said he knew
the best plans Iran needed for its
future, acknowledged that his
nation needed "better planning" as
he was leaving his country.
The Shah has confessed many
times in the past few months that he
has made "mistakes" and "misled"
the country, but it was too late and
was forced to leave the country.
Whether he would be able to go
back to Iran and perhaps remain as
the head of the state is unclear.
To be continued
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Jackson Street Coffee House Is...
Not Just Another Place To Eat
• Fantastic Home Made Soups & Sandwiches
• Seven World Famous Omelets

• Fine French Crepes
• Exotic Coffee & Tea

253 Jackson St., Winona
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Win Two Games

Women Cagers Turn Things Around

by Mike Killeen & Jim Kohner
Sports Reporters

It must have been the white
uniforms that turned things around
for the Winona State women's
basketball last week, who copped a
pair of wins at Old Memorial Hall.
The Warriors, who took a 3-8
season log into the week's activities,
decided to try something else and
went to the white, or road, jerseys
to try to turn things around.
With the Warriors dressed in
white, they claimed wins over
Moorhead State on Friday and St.
Catherines on Tuesday. "Maybe we
should keep wearing white," said
WSU head coach Marge Moravec.
The Warriors squeaked by a big,
strong Moorhead State team 67-65
Friday night.
In the first half, Winona State
built up leads of as much as six
points, but Moorhead kept chipping

away at that lead. To make matters
worse, WSU's leading scorer, Maureen Dolan, was on the bench with
three personal fouls. With the game
tied at 31-all, Moorhead's Judy
Peterson sank a jump shot at the
buzzer, giving Moorhead a 33-31
halftime lead.
WSU's Peg Hayes had a great
first half. The sophomore guard
from Grafton, scored 15 first half
points, most of them from the 15-20
foot range.

"I told the girls at halftime if they
wanted the game bad enough to go
out and get it," said Moravec. "They
did a great job in the second half."
In the second half, the Warriors
built up a 61-50 lead with 6:51 to go
in the game behind the play of
sophomore forward Carol Bultman.
Bultman scored seven straight
points during one quick spree, and
was a dominant force on the boards.
"Carol fired up the team at
halftime," Moravec said. "The
second half, she and Dolan just
dominated the boards."

Time Out
For Sports

Frisbee Whiz Encourages
Others to Get Involved
by Joe Bissen
Sports Editor

For most people, a frisbee is
something you screw around with
on a Sunday afternoon at the lake,
accompanied by a warm breeze and
a cold six-pack.
For Tim Mackey, a frisbee is
much more. To Tim Mackey, a
frisbee is like Norman Rockewell's
paint brush, or Arthur Fiedler's
baton, or Robert Frost's pen. It is a
way to express yourself.
"To me, frisbee is something
different," says Mackey, better
known as 'Chico' to most people. "A
lot of frisbee players would call it
flow. When you work with your
head and body and the disk all
together, it becomes flow."

Freestyle frisbee, has brought the
sport most of its recognition
because good freestylers can put on
a show to entertain anyone with
their wrist flips, air brushes, and
between-the-legs catches.
Mackey calls freestyle a "gymnastics-type ballet," and he stresses
that good frisbee is an art. • "You
have to be creative and learn how to
express yourself. Frisbee is extremely difficult, but beautiful, too."
Like the halfback who dreams of a
wide open field or the golfer who
dreams of a golfcaurse for as far as
one can see, Mackey has a dream of
"an endless stretch of green over
which to race with a disk."
Mackey, at one time, was just like
the rest of us. When he grew up in
Rochester, he says he "just played

Tim Mackey demonstrates his frisbee acrobatics while spinning the disk on
his finger. Mackey can keep the disk on this finger for just about as long as
[Photo by Dave Malcomson]
he pleases.

catch with it."
But he went to a tournament in
Minneapolis in 1976, which he says
"turned me on" to frisbee.
From there, Mackey spent lots of
time watching and catching the
flying saucers and is now, in his
opinion, one of the 10 best allaround
frisbee players in the state.
That statement doesn't seem
far-fetched. Mackey is the national
ACY accuracy and distance champion and was runnerup for the world
indoor maximum time aloft championship.
The best thing about competitive
frisbee to Mackey is meeting people.
"If I hadn't gone to tournaments, I
wouldn't be as good as I am, plus I
wouldn't have met all the nice
people I have."
He tries to participate in about six
national tournaments a year "and
anything that's around locally."
Mackey has made his presence
known around WSU, too. He has
performed at halftime at a number
of basketball games, including a
performance a couple of weeks ago
with Bill "Wally" Ashton.
Last spring, Mackey, Jim Challas,
and Steve Hubbard, all International Frisbee Association members, put on quite a show at a men's
basketball game. This year, Mackey
will perform his aerial antics at the
last home game for the Warriors on
February 28.
But frisbee is not something
Mackey does just for himself. Most
of his goals relate to getting other
people involved in frisbee.
"The ultimate for me would be to
influence people to play, to facilitate
a learning discovery experience for
everyone to play," Mackey explains,
adding, "My goal is to see it (frisbee)
administered into a regular physical
education program."
Winona State is Mackey's target
for putting frisbee into the PE
program. He got an intramural
ultimate league going this fall, and
is still working on putting a course
in the WSU curriculum to acquaint
and develop people as frisbee
players.
The suggestion has already been
approved by President Hanson, but
it still has to pass through some
Continued on page 11

Bultman finished the game with
21 rebounds and Dolan had 16 to
lead the Warriors to a 56-37
domination of the backboards.
Late in the second half, Moorhead
got to within 63-59 before baskets
by Jean Marston and reserve Laurie
Sutter wrapped the game up for the
Warriors. Moorhead scored the last
four poihts of the game, but it was
too little, too late.
Hayes led Winona State in
scoring with a game high 23 points.
Marston finished with 13, Bultman
with 12, and Dolan with 11.
For Moorhead, Lori La Combe
had 17 points and Betty Siandaca
had 16 to lead the Dragons.
"Our maturity is starting to show
now," Moravec said. "Our subs did a
great job of handling the pressure. I
feel more confident when I go to the
bench now."
Against St. Catherine's, the
Warriors rebounded from a 37-32
halftime deficit and took a 75-63 win
over the Katies.

"It was a game in which we put
everything together. We didn't
blow the easy layups and we hit the
crucial free throws," Moravec
commented.
The Warriors used a fast break
offense in the second half to race
away from the Katies. And when
the Katies pulled to within seven
points two-and-a-half minutes to
play in the game, the Warriors
converted on six of seven chances
from the charity stripe.
"We did pretty much what we
wanted to in the second half. I think
they were tired and the more we got
going, the more our adrenalin got
going. We really made an effort in
the second half," Moravec said.
Once again, Hayes led the WSU
attack with 19 points, while
Bultman swished the nets for 17 and
Dolan 10.
The Warriors return to action
Saturday when they host Dr.
Martin Luther College in Parent's
Day action starting at 1:00 p.m.

Grapplers Split;
Anderson May Miss NIC
The WSU wrestling squad split a
pair of dual meets up north, but the
biggest news on the Warrior
wrestling front was the loss of one
grappler for probably the rest of the
season.
Bruce Anderson, the Warriors'
134-pound standout, came down
with mononucleosis last week and
will probably sit out the rest of the
year.
The senior from Albert Lea won
three letters at Winona State went
to the NCAA Division I Midwest
Regionals (where he got the Russian
Flu), placed second in the NIC last
year, and was third in the WSU
Open earlier this year.
The loss of Anderson hampers
WSU's hopes of winning the
conference championships this
weekend in Marshall, but WSU
could remain a favorite to take the
title.
The Warriors snapped a string of
three dual meet losses Friday night
with a 26-21 win over Moorhead
State University.
The meet came down to the final
match of the evening, with Warrior
heavyweight Jeff Twing pinning

MSU's Mark Anderson in 2:46,
giving Winona State six points and
the win.
That was the third time in the last
two weeks that a dual meet
involving the Warriors came down
to the final match, with the first
time Twing emerging as the victor.
The Warriors started slow
against the Dragons, claiming only
one of the first five bouts. That win
came at 118, with Joe Christopherson gaining a win via forfeit.
With coach Tom Eitter's wrestlers staring at an 18-6 deficit, the
Warriors came back. Brian Ryan
scored a 9-0 decision at 158, and
then Tom Danielson followed that
with a 12-2 decision at 167.
Gerry Nolan put the Warriors
ahead 20-18 with a pin in the 177
match in 1:56, but Moorhead's John
Lind downed WSU's Keith Johnson
in the 190-pound matchup to set the'
stage for Twing's win.
Saturday, the Warriors dropped a
34-6 decision to North-Dakota State
University, leaving the Warriors
with a 6-5 dual meet record.
Nolan and Johnson were WSU's
only winners against the Bison.

Swimmers Fifth in Tourney
by Jim Kohner
and Carla Stephens

100-yard freestyle and the 200-yard
freestyle.
W.S.U.'s Sue Peake also grabbed
The Winona State women's swim- a pair of second place finishes in the
ming team lost a 80-51 decision to a 500-yard freestyle and the 50-yard
very strong St. Olaf team a week butterfly.
ago Tuesday in a dual meet at the
The Warriors 200-yard freestyle
Memorial Hall swimming pool.
relay team of Marlenee, McCelland,
"We swam pretty well today," Peake and Lowery grabbed the last
coach Larry Clingman said. "I'm first place finish with a time of
very satisfied the way the girls are 1:52.72.
coming around for this stage of the
"We've been swimming a lot of
season. St. Olaf had a very fine miles in practice lately, so the girls
team. They should do well in the are .a little tired," Clingman said.
state tournament."
"Once we start slacking off in
Linda Brazel of the Warriors had practice, you'll see more improveanother strong day on the diving ment in the girls' times."
board, winning both events of the
The swimmers then travelled to
diving competition.
St. Cloud, Saturday, for the St.
Karyl Marlenee won the 50-yard Cloud Invitational. The Winona
breaststroke with a time of 36.33, state women's swimmers totalled
and finished second in the 100-yard 198 points as they brought home a
individual medley, only .11 of a fifth place finish.
second behind St. Olaf s Kathy
"We weren't really concerned
DeBose.
with scoring points, the girls are
Gail Lowry and Carol McCelland preparing themselves for state and
of the Warriors finished first and nationals, we're trying to see what
second in the 50-yard freestyle.
Continued on page 12
Lowry also finished second in the
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Home Court Jinxes
Warriors Again
by Joe Bissen
Sports Editor
The Winona State men's basketball team played two games in New
Memorial Hall last week, and if
you've been following the fortunes
of the Warriors' home season, you
can probably guess how they fared.
That's right, they dropped two
more contests by a total of ten
points, and once again could just as
well have won one or both of those
games.
The losses came to UM-Duluth by
a score of 73-68 and to Michigan
Tech by 59-54 and made WSU's
record in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference 2-7.
Rich Wendorff put on the finest

Coming to WSU...
By the look on Mike Krajnak's face, he must have wanted the ball pretty
bad. Krajnak lunges as Eric Hepker and Michigan Tech's Bill Whymer look
[Photo by Casey W. Lake)
on.

NIC Standings
NIC MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
(Thru 2/4/79)
Conf.
O'All
W L
W L
Mankato State
9 1
17
4
UM-Morris
7 2
15
4
Moorhead State
7 3
14
6
UM-Duluth
6 4
8 13
St. Cloud State
5 4
9 11
Michigan Tech
5 5
9
8
WINONA STATE
2 7
3 16
Bemidji State
2 9
5 16
Southwest State
1 9
4 15

Frisbee

Continued from page 10
more hands before it could become
reality. If it did, Mackey figures a
minimum of 25 people would be
interested.

Frisbee is special to Chico, but he
encourages everyone to "frisbee
freely." "It's no longer a game of
tossing and catching. You can go on
for hours without catching. Frisbee
is just in its infancy."

Valley iki Haw
FEATURES:

SKI SALE
20-50 % OFF
ON MOST GOODS!!!
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1323 Gilmore Ave 503 South Front 314 So. 4th
Winona Mankato LaCrosse

OPEN MON-FRI 9 PM . . . Saturdays 'til 5 PM

by Mike Killeen
The Warrior wrestling team faces
a stern challenge this week, hosting
Mankato State University Thursday
night in the final dual wrestling
meet of the season.
The meet will preview two of the
NIC's top teams in preparation for
the Northern Intercollegiate Conference wrestling championships, to
be held at Southwest State University in Marshall, Minnesota, Monday.
Both the Warriors and the
Mavericks will be among the
favorites to capture the NIC crown,
along with defending champ St.
Cloud State, UM-Morris, Bemidji
State, and the host Golden Mustangs of SSU.
With that many teams in the
picture, it's no wonder that Warrior
wrestling coach Tom Eitter calls the
NIC one of the toughest small-college wrestling conferences around.
The Mavericks bring an 8-5 dual
meet record to Winona and one
all-American Division II wrestler
Scott Madigan. Madigan is perfect
at 13-0 this season and wrestles at
150 pounds. Mark Madigan, Tim
Tatarek, and Craig Jordan are the
other Maverick standouts.
Mark Madigan, 7-1, will face WSU
standout Gerry Nolan at 177.

individual show in years for a
"We showed a lot of character
Warrior eager. Wendorff was sizz- when we were down 12-0," said
ling, as he hit 25 of his 33 shots and Nauman. "It looked like they had a
scored 54 points. Whenever the ball lid on us."
to Wendorff inside, a bet on him
Then Eric Hepker put in a bucket
scoring would have been about as at 14:37 of the first half, Tech got
good as betting on Secretariat cold, and a Dave Cicmil to Rich
among a field bf nags.
Wendorff back to Cicmil play gave
WSU coach Jerry Nauman called WSU its first lead at 14-13 with
Wendorffs performance "super."
twelve minutes left in the half.
One week ago tonight, WSU went
The Warriors came out of the
into halftime with a one-point lead, blocks fast in the second half,
built it up to a five-point advantage leading 46-41 at one point, but Tech
early in the second half, but couldn't started beating the WSU 1-2-2 zone
hang on and lost an NIC game by with outside shots. A Mike Susko
five points.
stuff and subsequent block of a Bob
Saturday, WSU went into half- Smith shot wrapped it up for MTU.
time one-point lead, built it up to a
Nauman said, "We just haven't
seven-point advantage early in the learned patience. Instead of being
second half, but couldn't hang on patient and doing like we wanted to
and lost another NIC game by five with the ball, we threw it away."
points.
The 59 points given up by Winona
The two games were the sixth State ties their best effort in that
and seventh instant replays in New phase of the game this year. "It
Memorial Hall this year. The wasn't bad defense," Nauman said
Warriors are now 1-7 at home but of the loss. "When you hold the to
have only been outscored by a total 59 points, that's good defense. But
of six points at home.
it's going to take time."
Even though the Warriors lost to
Winona State played minus
Michigan Tech, Nauman pointed Cicmil Wednesday against Duluth,
out, "This is the same team that and his presence inside was sorely
beat us 103-69 up there."
missed, as the Warriors were
For a while, it looked like outrebounded 37-13 and lost 73-68 to
Saturday's contest would turn out the Bulldogs.
the same way as the Tech-WSU
"We got beat on the boards bad,
game in Houghton. The Huskies got but that's understandable with the
out front 12-0, and it took over five guys we had out there," said
minutes before the abysmal crowd Nauman after the game, adding,
"It's a case of not having enough
of about 150 had anything to cheer
depth to get over the hump."
about.

Schedule of Events
Date
Feb. 7
Feb. 7
Feb. 8
Feb. 10
Feb. 10
Feb. 10
Feb. 10
Feb. 10
Feb. 12
Feb. 12
Feb. 13

Event
Gymnastics vs. St. Catherine
Men's Basketball vs. Morris
Wrestling vs. Mankato
Gymnastics vs. UW-Eau Claire,
Gustavus Adolphus
Swimming vs. Macalester
Women's Basketball vs. Doctor,
Martin Luther College
Wrestling vs. Duluth
Men's Basketball vs. Southwest
men's Basketball vs. UW-River
Falls
Wrestling at NIC Championships
Women's Basketball vs. St. Mary's

Place
Time
St. Paul
7:00 p.m.
Morris, MN
7:30 p.m.
Memorial Hall
7:30 p.m.
Eau Claire, Wis. 11:00 a.m.
Memorial Hall Pool 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Hall
1:00 p.m.
Memorial Hall
2:00 p.m.
Memorial Hall
7:30 p.m.
River Falls, Wis. 8:00 p.m.
Marshall, MN
Memorial Hall

All Day
7:00 p.m.

MPIRG Sets Up Hotline
A Consumer Action Center with
phone hotline is being set up here on
the Winona State Campus to serve
student and community needs by
MPIRG, a student organization. The
services to be provided to the
community include: Grievance process on Tenant/Landlord Rights, a
resource library of MPIRG publicat ions. research projects dealing with

11111

energy, food and other alternative
issues determined by students and
members of the community.
Staff person Annie Young foresees the Consumer Action Center
developing with individual needs.
The center will be accepting phone
calls and personal appointments
dealing with many types of con-

HEIVIANIING'S PLEDGE

We pledge that Hemming's Records will
always have the lowest album prices in town.
If you find any album in our large stock at a
lower price anywhere in Winona, upon price confirmation,
you may purchase that album from Hemming's at the
confirmed price.
Jack Hemming
15,000 Albums & Tapes always in stock
ONE DAY delivery service on album orders.
103 Plaza East

sumer issues including: if you're
having problems on warranties,
conciliation issues or general complaints that can be filtered into the
Winona City Government. The
service is to help you with referrals
in taking action on your problem.
The office and phone line are in
the process of being set up and
hopefully will be open for action by
Monday, February 19. "The MPIRG
Local Board has been working on
getting the Center functioning this
past month "along with handling
other issues. MPIRG feels that this
will help us present the MPIRG
organization to more students and
the community and help people
understand their rights and possible
action in "regaining control of our
own lives."
If you have any ideas, suggestions
or complaints that MPIRG can help
you with please stop by their
present location on the main floor of
the Commons, and look for their
new office opening soon.
MPIRG....
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Campus Shorts
SWEETHEART SALE
Valentine's Day is almost here so
don't forget that special person.
Rose's of Sig Tau will be having a
Valentine plaque sale on Feb. 12 and
13 in the Smog from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. so come down and buy a
plaque for your sweetheart or
special friend.
KEG FOR ANSWERS
Where can you find out who the
top racquetball players are? Where
can you find out about the purple
cow? Who is the best finance man at
WSU? Where do the future leaders
of tomorrow hang-out? What is their
favorite brew?
The answers to these and other
good question can be found by
attending the WSU Accounting
Association Valentines Keg. Anyone interested is welcome to
Holzinger Lodge on Mon., Feb. 12
beginning at 6:00 p.m. Advance
tickets are available in Somsen 305,
rumored at $2.00 each. This should
be a biggie — don't miss it!
FBI AGENT TALKS
The National Accounting Association will be having a meeting Feb.
20, 7:30 p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
Henry Curran, FBI agent will talk
about white collar crime.
$100 — TAX FREE
If you are a student going to WSU
and are wondering how to finance
your remaining 2 or 3 years; if you
could use $100 a month tax free; if
you would like the opportunity to

apply for a scholarship which pays
for tuition, fees, books and other
educational expenses (lab coats,
nursing uniforms, stethoscopes,
etc.); if you would like to apply to
have your post-baccalaureate education provided at little or no cost; if
you want a job after graduation that
offers secure employment with no
strikes or lay-offs — then contact
David M. Sanders c/o the Student
Senate Office in the SMOG.
STUDENT'S CHOICE AWARDS
College and university students
across the country will, for the first
time, have an opportunity to vote
for their favorite screen performers
and filmmakers in a new national
poll known as "Student's Choice
Awards."
Balloting will be in association
with FOCUS '79, a national competition open to filmmaking and
film-study students. Voting categories include Best Motion Picture,
Best Performances by an Actor and
Actress, and Best Director.
Winners chosen by student vote
will be invited to attend the FOCUS
'79 Premiere and Award Ceremony
in Hollywood on March 22nd, prior
to the Academy Awards, at which
time official prsentation of the
"Student's Choice Awards" will be
made.
Closing date for receipt of ballots
will be Feb. 15. A random drawing
will also be held among schools
submitting 100 or more ballots, with
the winning college or university

receiving a brand-new pinball machine for installation in the campus
activities center.
FREE TAX HELP
WSU Accounting Association is
offering free tax service to help you
meet the April 16 filing deadline.
Anyone- who needs help in preparing their state or federal tax
returns should stop by Somsen Hall,
Room 305. Tax accounting students
will be there to assist you from
10:00 to 4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

a six inch heartshaped sugar cookie,
frosted with icing and love, with
your message and free local
delivery, for a mere 5016. Or you may
choose to order a graduated. series
of four cookies, 6", 4", 3", 2", iced
and with your message, delivered
for $1.00. For those who really want
to impress their sweetheart we
offer a ten inch heartshpaed layer of
white cake, with message and
delivery for only $3.00.
For more information or to place
an order call 454-2507. Please place
all orders by Feb. 9th.

There will be a discussion and
planning meeting for the Political
Science Association on February
6th and 13th at 3:80 p.m. in Kryzsko
Commons, Conference Rooms 1 and
2.
This group has the potential to be
one of WSU's most dynamic and
potent student organizations.
Everyone is invited to come and join
in — help plan a Washington's
Birthday Celebration! Hope to see
you there!

Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest prices. High
profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. For details, contact:
FAD Components, Inc.
65 Passaic Ave., P.O. Box 689
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6800

MPIRG will be holding a general
meeting Thursday, Feb. 8, at 3:00 in
Conference Room 1 and 2 to
continue registration promotion and
publicity for awareness to the
students of MPIRG's activities.
Everyone welcome.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ASSOCIATION

PERSONALIZED VALENTINES
Have you ever had the "I-don'tknow-what-to-get-my-sweetheartfor-Valentine's-Day-blahs?." We
have the solution for you this year!
Two Winona students, Pat and
Mary, are offering you their -bakery
talents for any person interested in
sending a personalized edible valentine. (Have you ever tasted a
Hallmark card?!)
There are three styles of Valentines to choose from. First, we offer

VOTE NOW! VOTE NOW! VOTE NOW! VOTE NOW! VOTE NO

WSU STUDENTS
SEND IN
YOUR BALLOTS!

N

Brothers College Inn

Pizza Headquarters
DEEP DISH

SALAD BAR

PIZZA

DAILY LUNCHES

SPAGHETTI

Continued from page 10
they can do, Clingman concluded.
St. Cloud won their own invitational with an overwhelming 584
points, with Duluth taking second
with 285 points.
The only first place finisher for
W.S.U. was Karyl Marlenee in the
50-yard freestyle, with a time of
26.47. Marlenee also turned in a pair
of fourth places, one in the 100-yard
individual medley, and the other in
the 200-yard individual medley.
Then she teamed up with Gail
Lowry, Carol McClelland, and Sue
Peake for a fourth place in the 400
yard medley relay.
Other top finishers for the
Warriors include Gail Lowry, third
in the 500-yard freestyle, and fifth in
the 100-yard freestyle; and Linda
Brazel picking up a second place in
both the one and three-meter
diving.
"We picked up some needed
points in the diving which helped us
out, added Clingman. Brazel led the
team in diving followed by Kelly
Norton with a fifth in the one-meter
board, while in the three-meter
event, Kirstin Schroeder was eighth
and Norton ninth.
Become a College Campus Dealer

MPIRG MEETING

BCA FASHION SHOW
The Black Cultural Awareness
Organization is once again sponioring its Spring Fashion Show to
be held April 1 at 5:30 p.m. in the
Purple Room.
Everyone interested in participating in the show should meet in the
Purple Room Feb. 14 at 5:30 p.m. If
you cannot make it contact Rick
Williams 457-2321 or Rodney Folmar 454-6421.

Swimming

STUDENTS SEE MORE MOVIES
THAN ANYONE ELSE!
MAKE YOUR OPINIONS KNOWN TO
THE MOVIE INDUSTRY!
Join the Filmmakers of Tomorrow in_Saluting the Filrnakers of Today
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SANDWICHES

Official Ballot

"STUDENT'S CHOICE AWARDS"
Best Motion Picture 1978

■

Best Performance by an Actress 1978
Best Director 1978

DELIVERY SERVICE
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Best Performance by an Actor 1978

Sunday 4 PM to 12 Midnight

0

Schools submitting over 100 ballots will be eligible for a drawing to win a
brand new Pinball Machine for their Student Activities Center

COLD BEER ON TAP

Open 11 AM to 1 AM

O

Name of Your School
Fill out and mail by February 15th, 1979 to:

FOCUS: Student's Choice Awards
1140 Avenue of the Americas
New YOrk, New York 10036
The Student's Choice Awards are presented in association with the FOCUS '79 Com-- in cooperation
with Playboy Magazine. Universal Studios, U.S. Tobacco, Allun Carr and The Los
Angeles Marriott Hotel.
petition, sponsored by NISSAN MOTOR CORPORATION IN
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151 East 3rd Street Winona
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FREE

QUART OF COKE

with purchase of 13" or 15" pizza

The Barbers specialize
in the Wash & Wear Cut for
today's active people.
Easy to care for, easy to look at.
Make an appointment today,

0
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454-4900

•
Nog
al/arbors

77 West 3rd St.
Across from Snyder's
Shops from
Coast to Coast

With coupon good February 7-13
COUPON

Hairstyling for men and women.
.1
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